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Inspiration Initiative: Round Up!
From a TV show to a childhood holiday, everyone's travel inspirations are unique. Take a look at
the entries so far for the easyJet holidays Inspiration Initiative.
Enter the Inspiration Initiative yourself by blogging about who, what, where and when has inspired you to
travel and send us your link. The best entry will be chosen by our top judges to win a luxury holiday and
iPad2!
1. My Postcard From: Backpacker in his twenties and now adjusting to travel life in his thirties, Paul
Corbett's travel inspirations range from celebrity heroes to unusual street food (don't read if you're
eating!).
2. Backpack Banter: Photographer, surf coach and traveller. Travel inspirations from Chris include
pancake breakfasts and finding the best surf.
3. Virtual Wayfarer: Alex Berger has visited 33 countries and has a history of travelling to
unconventional locations as a child. Listening to his family and being a Trekkie inspired his
travel adventures as an adult.
4. A Lady In London: Californian Julie moved to London via a string of other locations and still adores
travelling. Moving overseas and hearing about her mother's adventures inspired her to see the world.
5. Mo Travels: Possibly the wackiest travel inspiration comes from Monique's blog! Keen runner and loving mother, Monique has travelled with her family
all over the world, from Amsterdam to Zanzibar.
6. Tales of a Brit Abroad Twenty something Kate lived in Spain as an expat and now tries to go on six holidays a year(!) Her travel inspirations include
getting lost in Bologna and having some adventurous grandparents.
7. Jouljet Cricket and tennis lover and born to travel, Tash was inspired to travel when visiting her friend in New York city as well as when she got to grips
with the local bus system in Sri Lanka.
8. Nomads on the Road Wannabe mountain man Chris is inspired by powder days, the community of ski bums in Fernie and those 6am hitch hiking
interactions...
9. It's All Michael Palin's Fault 10 points if you can guess who inspired this guy! Smart travel blog with some great photos.
10. The World of Deej Deej was inspired to travel after meeting and talking to guests at the hotel he worked at. Now he's an international hotel junkie with
a passion for food.
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